Track structure, lesion development, and cell survival.
A stochastic track-structure-dependent model is presented based on DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) interacting in a time- and distance-dependent manner, and in competition with DSB repair, to form exchange-type chromosomal aberrations. Many models of cell survival involve estimation of mean numbers of lesions per cell, which is then related to cell survival. Unless this relationship is linear, this implies that a cell responds not to the number of lesions produced in it, but to the mean number of lesions in all the exposed cells; this is clearly unrealistic, particularly for phenomena such as saturation. In contrast to such deterministic approaches, we describe a stochastic model, in which individual cells are considered and exposed to Monte Carlo-generated tracks of various radiations. The elementary sublesions produced (DSBs) diffuse, repair, or interact, forming lesions (chromosomal exchange-type aberrations) in a time- and distance-dependent manner. Results agree well with experiments for survival of synchronous Chinese hamster V-79 cells exposed to X rays and radiations with LETs from 20 to 170 keV/microns. Thus the main features of survival for low-, medium-, and high-LET radiation are understandable in terms of a single approach, the relative responses to different radiations being determined by their different energy deposition patterns.